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Inversionless lasing with self-generated driving field
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We propose and study resonant ladder schemes of inversionless lasing on a fast-decaying transition when the
population inversion is not possible or very difficult to achieve. The driving field on a neighboring, slowly
decaying transition is not imposed externally, but is self generated in the same active medium. Inversionless
lasing in such schemes avoids the problem of driving-field absorption and leads to considerable reduction in
the required pumping rate. Applications of such schemes include inversionless ultraviolet and soft x-ray lasing
in gas lasers and inversionless generation of coherent mid/far-infrared emission on intersubband~interlevel!
transitions in multiple quantum-well or quantum-dot laser diodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Amplification and lasing without inversion~LWI ! is a
current research topic in quantum electronics. The basic
is that quantum coherence created in the medium by me
of a strong driving field helps to partially eliminate resona
absorption on the transition of interest and to achieve g
without population inversion on this transition. This subje
has been intensively investigated both theoretically and
perimentally; see Ref.@1# for reviews.

Now, after a series of proof-of-principle experiments, t
time is ripe for studying specific systems where the imp
mentation of LWI could be of real help. It is clear that LW
could be particularly useful in situations where populati
inversion is difficult to maintain due to, e.g., ultrafast rela
ation on the operating transitions or inefficient pumping. T
obvious examples are high frequency ultraviolet~UV!, x-ray
and gamma-ray lasers@2#, and semiconductor mid/far
infrared lasers based on intersubband transitions@3#. Another
promising application of quantum coherence ideas is e
cient frequency up or down conversion and other nonlin
optical processes@4#. A related field of research is producin
transparent high-refractive index media, e.g., for micro
thography applications@5#.

So far, efforts in the above directions were mainly r
stricted to the case ofexternaldriving fields imposed on the
active medium and to the schemes where inversion is ab
not only on the operating but also on the driven transiti
Work where the drive was intracavity generated appear
the recent paper@6#, where dual-wavelength lasing in th
ladder andV-schemes were considered with application
optical transitions in Ba and Rb atoms in a vapor cell.

However, in many cases, external driving gives rise
difficulties that can become unsurmountable. For example
order to achieve high intensities of generated fields, or h
refractive index, one has to use dense active media: d
gases or even solids. This can often lead to problems w
drive absorption and reflection, transverse inhomogeneity
overlap of drive and probe beams. Examples include se
1050-2947/2001/64~1!/013814~11!/$20.00 64 0138
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conductors and very dense gases where the driving by e
nal laser radiation is questionable. Besides, in semicond
tors the use of external lasers for driving, pumping,
frequency conversion is impractical; electric current pum
ing is required for practical applications.

Schemes with external driving encounter substantial
ficulties in the frequency up-conversion regime, when
copropagating geometry of the drive and probe field is re
ized. In this case the absorption length for the drive field
inevitably much shorter than the amplification length for t
probe field@7–9#. This follows from the requirement of fas
relaxation on the driving transition, as compared to pro
transition, which is inherent in such schemes. Note that th
were several suggestions on how to get rid of this unfav
able ratio of relaxation times in the most popularV and L
schemes, with or without inversion on the driving transiti
@7–9#. In Ref. @8#, inversionless lasing on the fast-decayin
transition in V andL schemes was analyzed. It was foun
that the net gain is possible when the populations on
drive transition are invertedand the drive or probe fields are
detuned from one-photon resonance. In this case, the in
sionless gain contains inevitably the large detuning facto
the denominator. The potential advantage of ladder sche
with slowly decaying drive transition is that the maximu
gain for the probe field on the fast-decaying transition
achieved exactly on resonance; see below. In Refs.@7,9# it
was shown that inversionless lasing on the fast-decay
transition in theV configuration can be achieved when bo
drive and probe fields are detuned from correspond
atomic transitions but maintain two-photon resonance. It w
found that under the conditions of a strong inhomogene
broadening, the maximum gain in the detuned case can
even higher than for the resonant driving. The price one
to pay is Raman inversion for the substantial amount of
oms within an inhomogeneously broadened line. Only
groups of atoms strongly driven by the drive field~with tran-
sition frequencies close enough to the two-photon resona!
do not have Raman inversion. Our analysis for the lad
scheme described in Sec. IV yields the same result. Mo
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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ALEXEY BELYANIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 013814
over, the requirement to incoherent pump is such that in
absence of a drive field, it produces the Raman inversion
all atoms within the inhomogeneous line.

In this paper, we study two types of resonant ladd
schemes@Figs. 1~a-c!#, labeled lower@Fig. 1~a,b!# and upper
level @Fig. 1~c!# ladder schemes according to the position
the driving field, in which the driving field is not impose
externally, but is self generated in the same active medi
In other words, the system is a usual laser~with population
inversion! on one transition~drive transition!, and inversion-
less laser with respect to generation on another trans
~probe transition!. The goal is to get inversionless lasing o
the fastest-decaying transition where it is difficult@scheme in
Fig. 1~c!# or impossible@scheme in Figs. 1~a,b!# to provide
population inversion. LWI becomes possible due to the
herent driving field generated on the neighboring, inver
transition. The inversion is easily achievable due to the s
decay on this transition. In such schemes, the problem
drive absorption is completely eliminated since the rel
ation of populations on the drive transition is much slow
than on the probe transition.

LWI in ladder schemes has been studied in a numbe
works; see, e.g.,@6,10–12#. However, to our knowledge, th
specific case of LWI on a fast-decaying transition with se
generated drive on a slowly decaying transition, which see
to be the most natural and promising from the practical po
of view, has not been analyzed so far.

The most evident application of the schemes shown
Figs. 1~a,b! is quantum-well and quantum-dot semiconduc
lasers, where the optical lasing on the interband transi
(2→1) can be easily excited by injection current pumpin
while mid- and far-infrared~IR! generation on the intersub
band transition (3→2) encounters substantial difficulties.

Basically, there are two major problems. The first one
strong nonresonant losses of the IR field due to free-ca
absorption and diffraction, which become increasingly i
portant at longer wavelengths. The second problem is d
culty in providing population inversion and high enough ga
on intersubband transitions to reach threshold of laser ac
The intersubband lifetime of excited states is of order 5–
ps for quantum dots~QD’s! and 1 ps for quantum wells
~QW’s!. There were many suggestions to solve these pr

FIG. 1. The simplest schemes of inversionless lasing wit
self-generated driving-field.~a! and ~b! Lower ladder scheme
strong driving-fieldE1 is generated on the 2→1 transition giving
rise to excitation of weak~a! monochromatic and~b! bichromatic
lasing mode.~c! Upper ladder scheme: strong fieldE3 on the 3
→2 transition leads to inversionless generation of fieldE1.
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lems by rapid depletion of the lower-lasing state using, e
the resonant tunneling to adjacent semiconductor layers@13#,
transition to yet lower subbands due to phonon emission
even stimulated interband recombination@14,15#; see Refs.
@16,17# for a recent review. The successful culmination
these studies was the realization of quantum cascade la
@18#, in which the lower-lasing state is depopulated either
interminiband transport in the superlattice or due to tran
tions to a lower-lying level separated from the final state
the laser transition by nearly the energy of LO-phonon; s
e.g., Ref.@19# and references therein.

We show in Sec. III that interband lasing on the 1-2 tra
sition in Figs. 1~a,b! allows one to achieve inversionless ge
eration on the 2-3 transition for the ratio of relaxation ra
r 32/r 21@1, when the inversion between states 3 and 2 c
not be reached for any pumping ratesr 13. Another possible
application of the lower ladder scheme is UV generation
rare-earth ion-doped crystals. Here, a self-generated d
can be rather easily excited on the forbiddenf -f transition
~this is actually the way that most IR rare-earth lasers wo!,
while UV radiation at the electric dipole allowed, fast deca
ing transition between af state and a higher-lyingd state can
be generated without inversion.

An appealing application of the upper ladder scheme
Fig. 1~c! could be inversionless lasing on the electric dipo
allowed UV 2-1 transition where fast radiative decay mak
the realization of population inversion a difficult task. At th
same time, population inversion on a slowly decaying 3
transition can be rather easily achieved. With respect to
ing on the 3-2 transition, this is in fact a standard four-lev
laser scheme, widely employed in many solid-state and
lasers. Here we assume that the incoherent pumping p
lates some upper level 4, and the subsequent incoheren
laxation from level 4 to level 3 proceeds much faster than
other timescales, so that only three levels can be conside

It is important to note that in all of the above cases, t
long-lived coherence is not required for inversionless gene
tion. It is this fact that makes such schemes viable for se
conductors and high-frequency lasers where the depha
times are extremely short.

Note that in two other popular configurations,L and V
schemes, self-generated drive and associated inversion o
drive transition lead to additional absorption instead of ex
tation near the line center. In this case, inversionless g
could be possible only far from the resonance. Hence, re
nant ladder schemes are in fact the only three-level confi
rations in which inversionless lasing with a self-generat
driving field is efficient.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

Our analysis is based on coupled density-matrix equati
and Maxwell equations. For the reader’s convenience,
present this basic set of well-known equations that are v
for all three types of schemes in Fig. 1~see also Ref.@20#
specifically for the QW and QD cases!. We represent all
fields as a series over the corresponding orthonormal se
cavity modesFl and introduce slowly varying complex am
plitudes of fields and polarizations. For example, we writ

a

4-2
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INVERSIONLESS LASING WITH SELF-GENERATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 013814
E1~r ,t !5(
l

1

2
E1~ t !F1l~r !exp~2 ivc1t !1c.c. ~1!

for the field on a 2→1 transition, and the same represen
tions for the fieldsE2,3 on other transitions.

For each field, we define the complex Rabi frequen
e(t)5dE(t)/2\ and write the corresponding wave equati
for a given mode:

de1

dt
1k1e15

2p ivc1d1
2N

\n1
2 E

Vc
(

j
s21

j F1l~r ! dr , ~2!

de2

dt
1k2e25

2p ivc2d2
2N

\n2
2 E

Vc
(

j
s31

j F2l~r ! dr , ~3!

de3

dt
1k3e35

2p ivc3d3
2N

\n3
2 E

Vc
(

j
s32

j F3l~r ! dr . ~4!

Here, d1,2,3 are the dipole moments of the correspondi
transitions,N the total volume density of dipole oscillators
the active region,vc1,2,3 the frequencies of the cavity mode
with refractive indicesn1,2,3, k1,2,3 the cavity losses, andVc

the cavity volume. The variabless21
j , s31

j , s32
j are the

slowly varying amplitudes of the corresponding elements
the density matrix, indexj labels different electron state
contributing to the inhomogeneously broadened line. Fo
gaseous medium,j denotes different velocity states in th
Maxwell distribution. In a system of QD’s,j is the dot label.
In QW’s, index j labels differentki states with respect to
longitudinal quasimomentum lying in the growth plane.

The functionss ik are to be found from the density-matr
equations

ds21/dt1G21s215 ie1n122 ie2s32* 1 ie3* s31, ~5!

ds31/dt1G31s315 ie2n132 ie1s321 ie3s21, ~6!

ds32/dt1G32s325 ie3n232 ie1* s311 ie2s21* , ~7!

wherenik5r i i 2rkk ,

G215g211 i ~v211d j2vc1!,

G315g311 i ~v311d j2vc2!, ~8!

G325g321 i ~v321d j2vc3!.

Here, the indexj was omitted to shorten notations. The qua
tity d j is the difference between the transition frequency
a givenj th state and the central frequencyv21, v31, or v32.

In atomic media and, under certain approximations,
semiconductors, the density-matrix equations for populati
r i i , i 51,2,3 can be written as
01381
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dr11/dt522 Im @e1* s21#22 Im @e2* s31#1r 21r221r 31r33

2r 13r11,

dr22/dt52 Im @e1* s21#22 Im @e3* s32#1r 32r332r 21r22,
~9!

dr33/dt52 Im @e2* s31#12 Im @e3* s32#

1r 13r112~r 311r 32!r33,

wherer ik are relaxation rates of transitionsi→k, r 13 is the
rate of pumping from level 1 to level 3. In semiconducto
this is valid for bipolar injection with equal injection rates o
electrons to level 3 and holes to level 1. The indexj is again
omitted in Eqs.~9!.

For QW lasers, the rates of spontaneous interband
intersubband transitions and injection pumping are usu
much slower than the rate of intrasubband scattering
tends to bring the subband populations to quasithermal e
librium. Therefore, we can represent the phenomenolog
rate equations for populations as follows@21#:

dr11/dt1r 1~r112 r̄11!522 Im @e1* s21#22 Im @e2* s31#,

dr22/dt1r 2~r222 r̄22!52 Im @e1* s21#22 Im @e3* s32#,
~10!

dr33/dt1r 3~r332 r̄33!52 Im @e2* s31#12 Im @e3* s32#.

Here, r i , i 51,2,3 are the rates of intrasubband scatteri
r̄ i i (d j ) are the distributions of populations supported
pumping in the absence of strong laser fields.

III. LOWER LADDER SCHEME: INFRARED
GENERATION IN SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

In this section we suppose that a strong optical-fieldE1 is
excited in the laser cavity at frequencyvc1 equal to the
central frequencyv21 of 2→1 transition. As the most gen
eral case, consider the instability of a weak bichromatic fi
E21E3 in the presence of strong fieldE1, see Fig. 1~b!.
When d2!d1,3 and e2.0, the problem is reduced to th
lower ladder scheme in Fig. 1~a!. It will be shown that the
cased1.d2 is more favorable since the excitation thresho
for a bichromatic field can be lower than for the monoch
matic field.

This kind of scheme can be straightforwardly applied
the inversionless IR generation in semiconductor lasers u
transitions between levels of dimensional quantization. In
simplest case, only three levels are involved in generat
one ~lowest-lying! heavy-hole level 1, and two electron lev
els 2,3; see Fig. 2. Of course, this scheme also describe
situation when there are two hole levels and one elect
level involved.

In semiconductor lasers, the strong optical-fieldE1 is gen-
erated at the interband recombination transition betw
4-3
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ALEXEY BELYANIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 013814
ground electron and hole states. With an increase of pum
current, the population of the excited electron level 3 gro
When it exceeds some threshold value, which is still mu
less than the population of level 2, oscillations of the we
IR field E3 and polarizations32 at the low-frequency inter-
subband transition start growing exponentially. The insta
ity is driven by the mixing of the optical-fielde1 and polar-
ization s31 @second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~7!#,
where the latter is excited by a two-photon term:s31
}e3s21}e3e1n12.

Another way of generating the fieldE3 is by instability of
the bichromatic fieldE21E3 that develops due to parametr
coupling between partial componentsE2 andE3 mediated by
a strong optical-fieldE1. This can happen forlower pumping
rates than the excitation of a single monochromatic modeE3,
and even without population inversion between states 3
1. In this case, we need all three transitions to be allowed
selection rules. In a QW, this will generally require usi

FIG. 2. Implementation of the lower ladder scheme in a qu
tum well. Asymmetry of the well is needed in order to make
transitions allowed. The shown example corresponds to a 6
GaAs quantum well surrounded by Al0.35Ga0.65As and
Al0.28Ga0.78As barriers. Weak infrared fieldE3 at l58 mm ~or
bichromatic fieldE21E3) is excited on the transition between tw
levels of dimensional quantization. Strong driving fieldE1 at l
50.82 mm is provided by simultaneous lasing on the interba
transition between electron and hole ground states.
01381
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asymmetric structures, e.g., a rectangular well with differ
barrier heights as shown in Fig. 2. Symmetric QW’s can
employed in some special cases, e.g., in the case of a st
coupling between different subbands of heavy and li
holes. In self-assembled InAs/GaAs QD’s, the three-le
scheme can be easily realized with all three transitions
lowed @22#.

Another requirement for the efficient IR generation
means of the bichromatic excitation is the phase match
between the IR mode and the polarization wave created
to the difference-frequency mixing of interband optical fiel
E1 andE2. This requires a special wave guide design sin
refractive indices of bulk semiconductor materials for optic
~near-IR! and mid/far-IR frequencies are different. The e
perimental work is in progress in this direction, and this iss
will be discussed in detail elsewhere.

To find the generation threshold for the bichromatic fie
e2 , e3, we search for the instability of small-amplitude se
consistent oscillationse2 , e3 , s31, s32}exp(2ivt), assum-
ing for simplicity vc15v21. The brief outline of this proce-
dure is as follows. After adiabatic elimination o
polarizations~see below! we are left with the linear system
of the differential equations for two variablese2(t) ande3(t)
with time-independent coefficients. The instability of th
steady-statee25e350 is sought in a standard way, by ap
plying a temporal Laplace transformation with a compl
parameterv. This is of course equivalent to looking for th
solution proportional to exp(2ivt). This results in a set of
algebraic Eqs.~14!, ~15! with respect to Laplace transform
ē2(v), ē3(v). To have a nontrivial solution, the determina
of coefficients of this system should be equal to zero. T
last requirement yields the characteristic, or dispersion
~16! with respect to the complex parameterv. We have to
find eigenvalues ofv ~roots of dispersion equation!. The
corresponding eigenvectors of Eqs.~14! and ~15! are called
normal modes. The stability of the normal modes is defin
by the location of eigenvalues on the complex plane@Re(v),
Im(v)]. Namely, the given mode is unstable if correspon
ing Im(v).0.

Since the resulting growth rate Im(v) turns out to be
much smaller than the relaxation rates of polarizations,
adiabatic elimination of polarizations is justified. Then, t
expressions for the polarizationss ik in a linear approxima-
tion with respect toe2 , e3 take the form

s2152 ie1n21/G21, ~11!

-
l
Å

s315
ie2~n131ue1u2n21/~G32G21* !!1e3e1~n21/G211n23/G32!

G311ue1u2/G32

, ~12!

s325
ie3~n232ue1u2n21/~G31G21!!1e2e1* ~n13/G311n21/G21* !

G321ue1u2/G31

. ~13!

After substituting the above expressions into Eqs.~3!,~4! and assuming thate2 ,e35ē2,3exp(2ivt), we obtain a set of two
algebraic equations for the field amplitudesē2 , ē3:
4-4
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INVERSIONLESS LASING WITH SELF-GENERATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 013814
~v2D212pv31x221 ik2!ē212pv31x23ē350, ~14!

22pv32x32ē21~v2D312pv32x331 ik3!ē350,
~15!

whereD25v312vc2 , D35v322vc3.
Here we introduced a set of linear~with respect toE2,3)

susceptibilities that describe the responses of polarizat
P31, P32 on the transitions 3→1 and 3→2 on the weak
fields E2 , E3, and are defined by

P315x22E21x23E3 ,

P325x33E31x32E2 .

The expressions forx ik follow immediately from Eqs.~11!–
~13!:

x225(
j

ih2
2@n131ue1u2n21/~G32G21* !#

v31~G311ue1u2/G32!
,

x335(
j

ih3
2@n232ue1u2n21/~G31G21!#

v32~G321ue1u2/G31!
,

x325(
j

h3
2e1* ~n21/G21* 2n13/G31!

v32~G321ue1u2/G31!
,

x235(
j

h2
2e1~n21/G211n23/G32!

v31~G311ue1u2/G32!
,

where

h i
25

vcidi
2NGi

\ni
2

, i 51,2,3

are coupling coefficients between the field and polarizati
Gi are the optical confinement factors that measure the o
lap of the mode-field distributions with an active region, a
all other notation is the same as in Sec. II.

Equations~14! and ~15! have a nonzero solution if thei
determinant is equal to zero. This requirement gives us
dispersion relation for the complex frequencyv as a function
of detuningsD2,3:

~v2D212pv31x221 ik2!~v2D312pv32x331 ik3!

14p2v31v32x32x2350. ~16!

The real parts of the termsG2[ i2pv31x222k2 , G3
[ i2pv32x332k3 in Eq. ~16! represent growth rates of th
partial modese3 , e2, respectively. For example, when th
transition 3→1 is forbidden ande2.0, the inequality Re
G3.0 is the excitation condition for the IR fielde3 in the
presence of a strong driving fielde1. When both Rabi fre-
quenciese3 and e2 are comparable, the dynamics is rich
due to the interaction of two partial modes, and conta
more possibilities for the IR generation of the fieldE3.

The condition for the instability of the bichromatic field
01381
ns

,
r-

e
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Im v.0. ~17!

The maximum growth rate is achieved at the line cen
D25D350.

Note that the population differences and the fielde1 are
not free parameters, and should be found from the requ
ment of steady-state generation on the transition 2→1. For
example, when the model~10! for populations in QW sub-
bands is accepted, we have

n215n̄21/~114a1
2!,

n135n̄1312a1
2n̄21/~114a1

2!, ~18!

n235n̄131n̄21~112a1
2!/~114a1

2!,

where

a1
25g21ue1u2/~r 1uG21u2!,

the quantitiesn̄ik are the population differences supported
pumping in the absence of generation. Here we ag
dropped the indexj. The field intensity can be obtained from
the equation

k15g21h1
2(

j

n̄21

g21
2 1d j

214g21ue1u2/r 1

. ~19!

When the inhomogeneously broadened line has the Lore
ian shape of widthu21, Eq. ~19! yields

4ue1u2

r 1g21
5

u21

2g21
F211S 11

4h1
2g21n̄21

k1u21
2 D 1/2G 2

21. ~20!

When the inhomogeneous broadening is negligible, we
tain

n215
g21k1

h1
2

,
4ue1u2

r 1g21
5

n̄21

n21
21. ~21!

For the model described by Eqs.~9!, populations have the
same functional dependence ond j and ue1u2 as in the model
~10!, with r i and n̄i i being rather lengthy functions of relax
ation and pumping ratesr ik . In particular, expressions~19!–
~21! remain valid after the substitution

n̄215
r 132r 212r 31p

p~r 212r 31!1r 211r 13
,

r 152
p~r 212r 31!1r 211r 13

21p
,

where the normalized pumping ratep5r 13/(r 321r 31).
It is worth noting that forr 32.r 21 and in the absence o

generation on the drive transition, the population invers
on the operating 3-2 transition cannot be achieved atany

incoherent pumping rate sincen̄23}r 322r 21. When the
drive-field intensity becomes much greater than satura
4-5
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value, the 3-2 transition can be inverted, in principle, ifp
.1. However, for semiconductor lasers this requires fi
intensities greater than the degradation threshold; see be

A. Homogeneous broadening

The intersubband transition can be homogeneously bro
ened in high-quality structures. The main reasons for in
mogeneous broadening are growth defects leading to in
face roughness, fluctuations in the well widths and bar
heights, and size fluctuations in the case of quantum-do
sers. Recent progress in molecular-beam epitaxy techno
allows one to routinely grow quantum-well structures w
purely homogeneous broadening of the intersubband tra
tion even at room temperature@23#.

In the case of homogeneous broadening, the requirem
~17! yields at the line center:

ue1u22
g21

2 n23n13

n21
2

.KS ue1u21
g21g32n13

n21
D

1K2S 2ue1u21
g21g31n23

n21
D

1KK2~g31g321ue1u2!, ~22!

where

K5
k3

k1

h1
2

h3
2

, K25
k2

k1

h1
2

h2
2

. ~23!

For vanishing cavity lossesk3 , k250 on the 3→2 and
3→1 transitions, we recover from Eq.~22! the known result
@11#:

us21u25ue1u2n21
2 /g21

2 .n13n23. ~24!

Note that when the transition 3→1 is forbidden ande2.0,
the excitation condition at the line center takes the form

n23,ue1u2n21/~g21g31!, ~25!

which requires a higher pumping rate to the level 3, as co
pared with excitation of the bichromatic field. Indeed, it
easy to express Eq.~25! as

ue1u2

g31g21
@pr322r 2122g31~12p!#2p~r 322r 21!.0,

~26!

from which we obtain that the threshold pumping ratep de-
creases steadily with increasing drive intensity and in
limit ue1u2/(g31g21)@1 approachesp.0.6.

At the same time, the excitation threshold for the bich
matic field and the required intensity of the driving field a
much lower; see Fig. 3. It shows the driving-field depe
dence of the normalized pumping ratep5r 13/r 32, which is
needed to achieve the excitation threshold Imv50 for a
bichromatic field. The horizontal axis shows the driving-fie
intensityI 154ue1u2/(r 1g21) normalized by the saturation in
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tensity ue1usat
2 5r 1g21/4 for the 2→1 transition. The relax-

ation rates were kept atr 215r 3150.001r 32, which corre-
sponds to real situation in semiconductors. Note that th
are no long dephasing times in the system. All relaxat
ratesg ik contain large nonradiative contributionsr 32, r 13, or
both. The self-generated driving-fielde1 was varied by
changing the factorh1

2/k1. The curve in Fig. 3 reaches it
minimum r 13.0.15(r 321r 31) at ue1u2/ue1usat

2 .0.2, when the
population densityr33 at the level 3 is only 0.01 of the tota
electron density, whiler22.0.9. It can be shown that th
minimum value of incoherent pumping rate scales aspmin
;(r 21/r 32)

1/3 and is reached for the driving fields belo
saturation value.

Now let us take into account nonresonant lossesk3 , k2.
For a single-monochromatic fielde3, the excitation condition
takes the form

K th[
ue1u22g21g31n23/n21

g31g321ue1u2
.K . ~27!

This condition is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the fact
K th as the function of pumping parameterp5r 13/r 32 for
n215k1g21/h1

250.05, which roughly corresponds to th
driving field intensityue1u2/ue1usat

2 .18 . As is clear from Eq.
~27!, this curve determines, for givenp, the value of nonreso-
nant lossesK corresponding to excitation threshold. Co

FIG. 3. The normalized pumping ratep5r 13/r 32 required to
achieve the excitation threshold, as a function of the driving fi
intensity I 5ue1u2/ue1usat

2 normalized by the saturation intensit
ue1usat

2 5r 1g21/4 for the 2→1 transition. The curve is plotted for th
bichromatic scheme in Fig. 1~b!.

FIG. 4. K th , the left-hand side of the excitation condition~27!
for the monochromatic fieldE3 as a function of pumping ratep
5r 13/r 32, showing the value of nonresonant lossesK correspond-
ing to the excitation threshold.
4-6
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INVERSIONLESS LASING WITH SELF-GENERATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 013814
versely, for given lossesK we can find from Fig. 4 the mini-
mum pumping required to surpass the threshold.

For the bichromatic field, the excitation condition is give
by inequality~22!. If K@K2 and the terms containingK2 are
neglected, Eq.~22! can be rewritten as

K th[
ue1u22g21

2 n23n13/n21
2

ue1u21g32g21n13/n21

.K. ~28!

Figure 5 shows the left-hand side of this inequality as
function of the pumping parameterp5r 13/r 32 for the
driving-field intensityue1u2/ue1usat

2 .0.2. For these values o
parameters, the partial growth rates ReG3, Re G2 are nega-
tive, and the partial modese3 ande2 decay for anyp. There-
fore, the instability develops entirely due to parametric co
pling of two weak components of the bichromatic fiel
mediated by coherences21 created by a strong driving field
e1.

As is seen from comparing Figs. 4 and 5, at the giv
level of nonresonant lossesK the excitation of a bichromatic
field requires substantially lower pumping power a
driving-field intensity than the excitation of a singlee3 field.
The value of the driving-field intensity is only about 0.2
the saturation value, while the excitation of a monochroma
e3 mode requiresue1u2/ue1usat

2 ;10. However, this bichro-
matic mechanism of instability can be sensitive to the va
of the parameterK2 characterizing nonresonant losses on
3→1 transition. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which show
pumping parameterp at the excitation threshold as a functio

FIG. 5. K th , the left-hand side of the excitation condition~28!
for the bichromatic normal waveE21E3 as a function of pumping
ratep5r 13/r 32, showing the value of nonresonant lossesK corre-
sponding to the excitation threshold.

FIG. 6. The pumping ratep5r 13/r 32 at the excitation threshold
of the bichromatic field as a function of normalized nonreson
lossesK2.
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of K2 for K50.5, n2152/3, when the driving-field intensity
ue1u2/ue1usat

2 ;0.4. At the same time, forn2150.05, when
ue1u2/ue1usat

2 ;18, the threshold pumping for a bichromat
field practically does not depend on the value ofK2. Appar-
ently, in this region of parameters the instability is due to t
excitation of partiale3 mode that has the growth rateG in-
dependent onK2.

B. Inhomogeneous broadening

In the general case of inhomogeneous broadening,
difficult to derive transparent excitation conditions such
Eqs. ~24!–~28!, and we provide a numerical analysis. T
minimize the number of free parameters, let us adopt
QW-like model ~10! for relaxation of populations and as
sume that all ratesr i and g ik of incoherent relaxation of
populationsni(d j ) and polarizationss ik(d j ) are equal to the
same valueg. This can be a reasonable approximation
QW lasers, where the dephasing of excited polarization
the relaxation of particle distributions are defined by t
same process of intrasubband scattering with typical ratg
;3210 meV~timescale;702200 fs!. More precisely, the
relaxation rates are of course energy dependent. The in
relaxation of injected hot carriers occurs with timescale&10
fs. The relaxation times in Eqs.~10! are related to partially
degenerate carriers close to the spectral positions of l
modes. These relaxation times describe the filling of spec
holes burned by laser field and should be substantially lon
due to Fermi degeneracy. Note that the injection of carri
that supports quasi-Fermi levels of carriers occurs on a m
longer timescale. The relevant parameters that characte
the efficiency of generation schemes are the populationn̄i
supported by pumping~in the absence of generation! and the
intensity of a driving-fieldue1u2 required for excitation of IR
radiation e3. The value ofue1u2 can be changed indepen
dently onn̄i by, e.g., varying cavity losses. Of course, for
given heterostructure, cavity, and wave guide, both para
eters are defined by the pumping rate.

The saturation intensity for the above values ofg is of the
order of 10 MW/cm2. This is already close to the degradatio
threshold of QW lasers in the cw regime. Therefore, inequ
ity ue1u@g can be realized in QW lasers only in the puls
regime. We assume, for simplicity, that the inhomogene
widthsu215u325u@g,ue1u. If the distance from the spectra
position of a laser modeE1 to the edges of the inhomoge
neous profile is much greater than the power-broadened
mogeneous linewidthAg214ue1u2, the precise shape an
asymmetry of the inhomogeneously broadened line is
important for the excitation threshold, and we can replac
by Lorentzian.

Let us characterize the threshold conditions for the ex
tation of the weak-fielde3 or e21e3 by a ratio of pumping-
supported population differencesb5n̄31/n̄21, calculated in
the absence of generation of a fielde1 at the instability
threshold Imv50. Whenb,0, there is no inversion both
on 3→1 and 3→2 transitions. For 0,b,1, there is an
inversion at 3→1 transition, but no inversion on 3→2 tran-
sition. We show below that inversionless lasing of the
t
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ALEXEY BELYANIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 013814
field under the condition of strong inhomogeneous broad
ing ue1u&g!u is possible when 0,b5n̄31/n̄21!1, i.e.,
when there is population inversion on both 2-1 and 3-1
tical transitions, but still no inversion on the intersubba
3-2 transition. This may seem to be not very exciting. Ho
ever, the most important point is that the pumping thresh
can be several times lower as compared to the pumping
required to provide population inversion directly on the
tersubband transition 3-2. One should keep in mind that e
the reduction of the injection current by a factor of two
crucial for the intersubband IR lasers since it may lead t
transition from liquid-nitrogen to room-temperature ope
tion.

Figure 7 shows the parameterb5n̄31/n̄21 required to
achieve the excitation threshold Imv50 as a function of the
driving-field ue1u/g. The parametersK andK2 characterizing
nonresonant losses were chosen to beK51, K250.1 ~upper
curve!, and K510, K250.1 ~lower curve!. The function
b(ue1u/g) turns out to be practically independent ofK, but
sensitive to the value ofK2. For givenue1u, it behaves ap-
proximately asb;0.011K2. This suggests that the excita
tion of the bichromatic field in this region of parameters
due to instability of the partiale2 mode that develops only
when there is population inversion on the 3-1 transition. T
is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the growth rate ReG2 for
the partiale2 wave ~upper curve! and the growth rate Imv
for the bichromatic field~lower curve! as functions ofue1u/g
for b50.3 andK51, K250.2. The growth rates are norma
ized byh3

2k1 /h1
2. Both curves have qualitatively similar be

FIG. 7. Pumping-supported population differenceb5n̄31/n̄21 as
a function of the driving field strengthue1u/g. The parametersK and
K2 characterizing nonresonant losses were chosen to beK51, K2

50.1 ~upper curve!, andK510, K250.1 ~lower curve!.

FIG. 8. The growth rates for the partialE2 wave ~upper curve!
and the bichromatic field~lower curve! as functions ofue1u/g for
b50.3 andK51, K250.2. The growth rates are normalized b
h3

2k1 /h1
2.
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havior. Thus, under the conditions of strong inhomogene
broadening it is the partial wavee2 that helps to involve the
field e3 in the inversionless generation. The price one sho
pay for such generosity is obvious: the mixing ratio of t
field e3 in the bichromatic normal wave is rather small. Fi
ure 9 shows this ratioue3u/ue2u as a function ofue1u/g for two
values ofK: K51 ~upper curve! and K510 ~lower curve!.
With increasing nonresonant lossesk3, the ratio ue3u/ue2u
decreases as 1/K. It is clear that for small values ofue1u,
optimal for pumping, the bichromatic wave consists main
of the fielde2. Of course, the precise numbers should chan
at the nonlinear stage, when the exponential growth of b
fields is saturated, but the general tendency of a small r
ue3u/ue2u is likely to be preserved. As is clear from Figs.
and 9, the optimal choice of parameters is determined by
tradeoff between the requirements of a low pumping rate
the high efficiency of the IR generation. It is straightforwa
to find stationary field intensities in the case when two
three fields are simultaneously generated. To do this,
have to resolve Eqs.~5!–~7! with respect to steady-state po
larizationss ik as functions of detunings and population d
ferences, to find populations from Eqs.~9! or ~10!, and to
substitute the resulting expressions for polarizations to fi
Eqs.~2!–~4!. This analysis, along with the study of a nonlin
ear regime of IR generation by two strong optical fields,
done elsewhere@20#.

IV. UPPER LEVEL LADDER SCHEME: APPLICATION
TO HIGH-FREQUENCY LASERS

In this section we consider excitation of a weak-fieldE1
resonant with a 2→1 transition, when the strong lasing fiel
E3 is generated on the transition 3→2; see Fig. 1~b!. With
respect to the fieldE3 this is a standard four-level lase
scheme in which the decay of the lower-laser state 2 to
ground-state 1 occurs much faster than the decay of
upper-laser state 3:r 21@r 32. We show below that a suffi-
ciently strong driving-fieldE3 gives rise to excitation of the
field E1 under the conditionsr22!r11 and r33!r11 typical
for the four-level scheme. This means that inversionless g
eration on the fast-decaying 2-1 transition is possible at
rates of incoherent pumpingr 13!r 21. This should be com-
pared with the pumping rater 13.r 21(11r 31/r 32) required to

FIG. 9. The ratioue3u/ue2u of two components in the bichromati
normal wave as a function of the driving-field strengthue1u/g for
two values ofK: K51 ~upper curve! andK510 ~lower curve!.
4-8
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INVERSIONLESS LASING WITH SELF-GENERATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 013814
provide population inversion on the 2-1 transition.
A natural application of the proposed scheme is UV a

soft x-ray generation in gas lasers, especially employing
drogen, helium, hydrogenlike, and heliumlike ions and so
inert-gas ions. For example, in hydrogen, the 2p→1s tran-
sition at 121 nm corresponds to 2→1 transition in Fig. 1~c!,
while the 3s state can be used as level 3 in our scheme.
transition 3s→2p at wavelength 656 nm occurs with radi
tive lifetime of 159 ns, while the 2p state decays to the
ground 1s state in 1.6 ns. In helium, the state 2p 1P1 can be
used as the level 2 of our scheme. It decays radiatively to
ground state in 0.6 ns emitting soft x-ray radiation at 5
nm. Level 3 corresponds to the 3s 1S0 state that decays to
the 2p state in 54 ns, emitting radiation at 728 nm. In t
well-known Ar1 laser, generation of the driving field atl
5488 or 514 nm occurs on the 4p→4s transition having a
decay time of 10 ns. Relaxation from the 4s state to the
ground 3p5 state occurs in 0.3 ns. This makes possible
inversionless generation ofl572 nm radiation on the 4s
→3p5 transition. In all of the above examples,r 32/r 21
;0.01.

Actually, there are many candidates for high-frequen
generation using our scheme that have a favorable rati
relaxation times and convenient visible-range waveleng
for the driving field. The main criteria of choice are conv
nience of pumping and minimization of negative effects
inhomogeneous broadening.

The relevant set of equations is Eqs.~5!–~9!. Here, we
assume that transition 3→1 is strongly forbidden ande2
50. This is typically the case in gas lasers when the tra
tions 2-1 and 3-2 are allowed. After linearization with r
spect to the weak-fielde1, we obtain from Eqs.~5!–~7! the
expressions for off-diagonal elements of the density mat

s215
ie1@n122ue3u2n32/~G31G32!#

G211ue3u2/G31

, ~29!

s3152
e1e3~n12/G211n32/G32!

G311ue3u2/G21

, ~30!

s3252 ie3n32/G32. ~31!

Here, all population differences and the driving-field inte
sity are easily derived from Eqs.~9! together with a steady
state generation condition similar to Eq.~19!:

k35g32h3
2(

j

n̄32

g32
2 1d j

214g32ue3u2/r 3

, ~32!

where

n325
n̄32

114a3
2

,

n125
n̄12

114a3
2

1
4a3

2~r 212r 13!

~114a3
2!~r 2112r 13!

,
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n̄325
r 13~r 212r 32!

r 32r 131r 21~r 321r 13!
,

n̄125
r 32~r 212r 13!

r 32r 131r 21~r 321r 13!
,

a3
25ue3u2g32/~r 3uG32u2!,

r 352
r 32r 131r 21~r 321r 13!

r 2112r 13
.

The maximum growth rate of small-amplitude oscillations
field e1 and polarizations21 is given by

Im v.2ReFh1
2(

j
s21/~ ie1!G2k1 . ~33!

The excitation condition has the form Imv.0. For homo-
geneous broadening, at zero detuning, and in the absen
nonresonant lossesk150, this is equivalent to

ue3u2n32.g31g32n12,

wheren325g32k3 /h3
2, ue3u25(r 3g32/4)(n̄32/n3221). When

n32!n̄32 ~the driving field saturates the 3-2 transition!, the
latter inequality gives simply

r 13*Ar 21r 32. ~34!

Sincer 32!r 21 the excitation of the fielde1 is possible when
r 13!r 21 and r22!r11. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, where
the normalized pumping parameterp5r 13/r 21, evaluated at
the instability threshold, is plotted as a function of drivin
field intensityI 354ue3u2/(r 3g21) measured in units of satu
ration intensity. Here we have takenr 3250.01r 21 that corre-
sponds to a real situation in the examples below. One can
that the threshold incoherent pump is an order of magnit
lower than the one required to produce inversion; see
scaling ~34!. Note the absence of long-lived coherences

FIG. 10. The normalized pumping ratep5r 13/r 21 for the upper
ladder scheme in Fig. 1~c!, required to achieve the instability
threshold, as a function of driving-field intensityI 3

54ue3u2/(r 3g32) measured in units of saturation intensity.
4-9
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ALEXEY BELYANIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 013814
the system. Similarly to lower ladder scheme, all relaxat
rates of polarizationsg ik contain large factorsr 21, r 13 or
both.

When the nonresonant losses are taken into account
inequality Im v.0 can be written in the following form
similar to Eq.~27!:

K th[
ue3u22g31g32n12/n32

g21g311ue3u2
.K1[

k1

k3

h3
2

h1
2

. ~35!

We illustrate this general requirement graphically. Figure
shows the left-hand side of this inequality as a function
pumping parameterp5r 13/r 21 for n3250.1, when the driv-
ing transition is already strongly saturated. Further decre
in the steady-state value ofn32 ~that is, increase inI 3) leads
to little changes. According to Eq.~35!, the curve in Fig. 11
determines, for givenp, the value of nonresonant lossesK1
at the excitation threshold. Conversely, for given lossesK1,
we can find from Fig. 11 the minimum pumping required
surpass the threshold.

Inhomogeneous broadening of the probe transition 2→1
seriously affects the excitation conditions. For the above
amples, typical values of radiative broadening are hundr
of MHz, while Doppler broadening for room temperature
in the interval 1210 GHz. Numerical analysis for Doppler
broadened medium shows that the gain can be achie
without an increase in incoherent pump and driving-field
tensity when the driving field is detuned from resonance
approximately the width of the inhomogeneously broade
line. In this case, Raman inversion is actually present in
system, which meansr̄33. r̄11@ r̄22. This conclusion is
close to those obtained earlier for the folded schemes,
the advantages of a resonant ladder scheme in the ca
large inhomogeneous broadening are lost.

Note, however, that for pumping by collisional excitatio
in a gas discharge, the UV transition is likely to be homog
neously broadened due to collisions with energetic electro
In this case, the above analysis is directly applicable. If
broadening is mainly due to inelastic collisions andr 21 re-
mains much greater thanr 32, the advantages of LWI in the
resonant ladder scheme are preserved. Correct evaluatio

FIG. 11. The left-hand side of inequality~35! as a function of
pumping parameterp5r 13/r 21 for n3250.1. This curve determine
the value of normalized nonresonant lossesK1 corresponding to the
excitation threshold.
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effective relaxation and pumping rates requires solving
complicated set of kinetic rate equations for any specific
perimental setup.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have studied several three-level ladd
type schemes in which coherence-mediated inversion
generation becomes possible due to simultaneous lasin
the adjacent transition. The main outcome of our analysi
the possibility of exciting laser oscillations on transitio
with very fast relaxation of population under condition
when supporting population inversion is difficult. In fact, th
pumping threshold for amplification in the proposed schem
becomes much lower than needed for population invers
on the fast decaying transition since it is determined by
requirement of laser generation on another, long-lived tr
sition, which is much easier to satisfy. This advantage
especially pronounced in the case of homogeneous broa
ing, though it can remain in a weaker form even in the ca
of inhomogeneous broadening. Of course, such an advan
is not given for free. The price is an additional requireme
to the system parameters: favorable ratio of nonresonant
ity losses, or phase matching in the case of bichromatic
citation.

We have studied the application of those kind of inve
sionless schemes to the infrared generation in semicondu
lasers, and considered the possibility of high-frequency
ing in gas lasers.

Our calculations demonstrate the possibility to achie
generation of coherent mid/far-IR emission on intersubba
~interlevel! transitions in standard multiple QW or QD las
diodes of simple design. The prerequisite for this is simu
neous lasing on the interband transitions, which provid
necessary drive fields. This mechanism does not req
population inversion on the IR transition, and can oper
under the conditions of ultrafast dephasing times typical
semiconductor lasers. The proposed scheme is quite ins
tive to inevitably large nonresonant IR losses and seem
be viable in the far-infrared region where very few semico
ductor sources exist.

In gas lasers, our results indicate the principal possibi
of CW inversionless UV and soft x-ray lasing, with probab
candidates including hydrogen, helium, hydrogenlike, a
heliumlike ions and other inert-gas ions, under the condit
of inversion-based optical lasing on the adjacent transitio
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